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Check your Progress

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The objective of this unit is to understand the concept and definition of New Media.
Further, in this unit, some important aspects of new media are also discussed. After
reading this unit you should be able to understand:
 The basic concepts, definition of New Media
 Impact of New Media on Journalism
1.2

INTRODUCTION

The Internet has revolutionized the communication world. It has eventually changed
the way people communicate, learn, create and play. Today it has become an integral
part of our life. It is not just a technology, but a vehicle of social change, one that has
modified work habits, education, social relations and perhaps, most importantly, our
hopes and dreams.
Every day we are bombarded with information from everywhere. The process of
news gathering and writing has drastically changed with the arrival of computers and
Internet. Today, millions of people are pouring out their souls and minds onsocial
media platforms like Twitter and Facebook or personal blogs. Listening to radio,
music, playing games and watching TV via the web has become increasingly popular.
In this Unit, we shall discuss the concept and definition of New Media. We shall also
point out the differences between conventional media and New Media. You‘ll also
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learn about the common vehicles of New Media and the Impact of New Media on
Journalism.
1.3
1.3.1

CONCEPT AND DEFINITION OF NEW MEDIA
CONCEPT OF NEW MEDIA

New media as an umbrella term, according to Oxford Reference, had first come up in
1980s. It is informally referred to as computer-based media. The term basically
referred to content made available or communication done using computer
technology. This could include websites and blogs, podcast, audio or video streaming,
chat rooms, e-mail, video games, virtual worlds, Wiki encyclopaedia, and mobile
devices, interactive televisions, e-mail and so on.
There are different concepts and principles behind the development of new media.
The main aspects of new media are as follows:
Digital
The digital realization of media facilitates data to be memorized by the content,
isolating the context from the physical form. This process allows data to be processed
in a non-linear way.
Interactive design
Interactive software or application makes new media more convenient and attractive.
With its various forms like artificial intelligence, it enhances the human ability for
innovation or perception and memory. The interactive design enables it to function as
a versatile communication platform.
A Combination and accumulative step
What we are witnessing is the transformation of quantity into quality. In terms of
content new media parallels traditional media such as newspapers, books. It is the
extensive use of hypertext and graphics that distinguishes the new from old media.
When we read an article, it is in the normal text form, but if it is in hypertext it can
provide users with a different reading experience.
New Media emerged in the latter part of the twentieth century as a promising channel
of participatory communication. New media has bridged the gap between the
information providers and information users. They provide a myriad of opportunities
for speedy flow of information. The language of new media is primarily based on
digital representation and computer based delivery system.
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New Media has facilitated the globalization of knowledge, experience and expertise
pertaining to all walks of life. Virtual communities are created. The advertising
industry has capitalized on the proliferation of new media with large agencies running
multimillion interactive advertising subsidiaries.
Meanwhile, it has also triggered great debates all over the world because of its social
and economic implications. New media have introduced revolutionary concepts and
practices in all walks of life, all over the globe. It has created oodles of opportunities
for participatory communication especially at the grass roots level.
1.3.2 DEFINITION OF NEW MEDIA
The term ―new media‖ will, in general, signify those digital media, which are
interactive, integrate two-way communication and involve some form of computing
as opposed to ―old media‖ such as the telephone, radio, and TV. These older media
which in their original form did not require computer technology to inform or
entertain the masses, now make use of computer technology. As a matter of fact,
many ―new media‖ emerged through a concoction of an older medium with computer
chips and a hard drive. We are constructing the term ―new media‖ (with quotation
marks) to highlight upon the fact that they are digital interactive media. When we
incorporate the term new media without quotation marks we generically denote
media, which are new in the context under discussion. To better elucidate the
difference in the lexicon we can say that today all ―new media‖ is the new media.
Some describe ―new media‖ as the supreme ability to combine text, audio, digital
video, virtual reality, multimedia, the Web, email, chat, the cell phone, and any
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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source of information accessible from one‘s personal computer. Lev Manovich
describes new media as the new cultural forms which rely on computers: Websites,
human-faced interface, VR, multimedia, computer animation, computer games,
digital video, special effects in cinema and Netflix films, interactive computer
installations.
Williams, Stover, and Grant defined new media as applications of
microelectronics, computers, and telecommunications that offer new services or
enhance old ones. Marvin also focused on the interplay between new and old
purposes in new media.
Other authors have acknowledged specific characteristics of new media. For
example, Negroponte advocated that one of the things that differentiate new media
from conventional is the transmission of digital bits rather than physical atoms.
Pavlik specified that for the media consumer, the major differences between old
media and new are consumers‘ greater user choice and control. Williams, Rice, and
Rogers acknowledged three characteristics of new media: interactivity, demassification, and a synchronicity. According to Rice and Williams new media not
only de-massify, but they also have the power to create a gamut between formerly
discrete categories of interpersonal and mass-mediated communication. Chaffee
promulgated that newer communication technologies, with the exception of the
telephone, have advanced the art of mass communication. However, he indicated that
the latest batch of new technologies seems to be shifting the balance towards
interpersonal communication. Cathcart and Gumpert also identified ways in which
new media facilitates mediated interpersonal communication.
New Media means using different forms of electronic communication made possible
via computer technology. Generally, the term new media means content available ondemand through the internet. This ‗content on-demand‘ can be viewed on any device
and facilitates people to share and interact with the content in real-time with the
provision of user comments. Another important hallmark of new media is the
‗democratization‘ of the creation, publishing, distribution, and consumption of media
content. New media does not include television programs, feature films, magazines,
books, - unless they carry technologies that enable digital interactivity.
Examples of New Media
New media includes:
 websites and blogs
 streaming audio and video
 chat rooms
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1.4

email
online communities
social media and sharing platforms
mobile apps
Web advertising
DVD and CD-ROM media
virtual reality environments
integration of digital data with the telephone, such as Internet telephony
digital cameras
Difference between Conventional Media and New Media

The mediascape has been witnessing massive changes in the last 20 years or so. From
being dependent on ‗Traditional or Old Media‘, we‘ve shifted towards the use of
‗New Media‘. Whereas the forms of media like print, films, TV, and radio constitute
Old Media, New Media primarily includes computer technology, the Internet and
smartphones.
Let us take a glance at the difference between ‗Conventional media‘ and ‗New
Media‘.
From Consumer to “Prosumer”
The conventional media forced the audiences to be passive consumers of the content
provided to them. There was no scope to produce content. The consumer could only
read, watch or listen to the news.
The new forms of media facilitate the audiences to not only consume content but also
produce it. Therefore, slowly and steadily audience is turning into Prosumers:
producers+consumers. Prior to it, audiences could only read or watch the news.
Today they can conceptualize and produce news through blogs, vlog, social media or
Citizen Journalism portals.
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From Text to The Age of Multimedia
Print media, which includes newspapers and magazines use text and still images.
Electronic media incorporates a number of codes, still and moving images, etc., but
New Media (online medium) incorporates both of these, along with its use of
multimedia, hyperlinks, and streaming videos.
The multiplicity of Delivery Platforms
Unlike old media, new media can be distributed in flexible formats – smart phones,
laptops, PC etc.
Interactivity
Producers and consumers are having greater interactivity with the advent of new
media - audiences can give instant feedback to reporters, news channels through their
Facebook pages, twitter accounts etc.
Scope and Reach
Newspaper circulation is limited to a certain geographical region, and TV content,
unless uploaded on the internet, remains within the viewership of their country‘s
audience. Therefore, conventional forms of media are limited in their scope and
reach.
New media, on the other hand, is far wider in its reach and scope. Anyone having
access to the net can access any program with a computer and Internet connection.
This is despite the fact that majority of the population still doesn‘t have access to
smart phones or the internet.
This increasing interactivity and increased scope of reach have eventually lead to the
formation of a ―Global Village‖ – an interconnected community that is not limited by
space or borders. Another offshoot of new media is the concept of ―Imagined
Communities‖- a term that was coined by sociologist Benedict Anderson, who felt
that people reading the same news in different locations of the country, far away from
each other, felt connected to each other.
1.5 Common vehicles of New Media
A blog (short for weblog) is a personal online journal that is frequently updated and
published for general public consumption. Blogs are distinct by their format: a series
of entries posted to a single page in reverse-chronological order. Blogs, in general,
represent the personality of the blogger or reflect the purpose of the Web site that
hosts the blog. Topics sometimes include philosophical issues, comments on the
Internet and other social issues. Blogs do not have gatekeepers. Bloggers usually
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strive to strike an emotional chord with the viewers. Media has realised the growing
power of blogs. So news websites nowadays are encouraging their employees to take
to blogging. Many celebrities too have their own blogs.
The blogger does have the independence to choose the content and design. The
blogger can add music, photos, audio visual, animation and graphics to make it more
attractive. The advantages of blogs over other forms of expression are the availability
of creative freedom, interactivity and the lack of marketing constraints. The key
features of a blog include content area, archives, comments, feeds, plugins, widgets,
themes, templates, trackbacks, pingbacks.

Vlog A vlog (or video blog) is a blog that contains video content about any topic.
Vlog entries often include a concoction of embedded video (or a video link) with
supporting text, images, and other metadata. Vlogscan be recorded in one take or cut
into multiple parts. This is rather common in YouTube. Anyone with access to a very
good camera and a relatively recent computer with a high-speed connection can
create a vlog and publish and distribute it online. In the era of Citizen Journalism,
Vlogging gives average citizens and audiences a chance to make their voices
heard.Vlogs are often distributed through RSS feeds.
Virtual Reality- Virtual reality technologies feign in an environment along with the
user‘s physical presence and sensory experience. Commonly, the user experiences
virtual reality through a special headset or on a computer screen.
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Virtual reality is all set to become the future of new media. Media and entertainment
companies are investing in virtual reality and developing VR based programmes to
catch up with others.
Podcast: It is a digital audio file made available on the Internet for downloading to a
computer or mobile device. Subscribers can receive them on a regular basis.
Social Media: Social media are computer-mediated technologies that accelerate the
creation and sharing of content, ideas, career interests and other forms of expression
via virtual communities and networks. Famousexamples of social media as follows:


Facebook is a popular free social networking website that allows registered
users to create profiles, upload photos and video, send messages and keep in
touch with friends, family, and colleagues.



Twitter is a free micro-blogging service that allows registered members to
broadcast short posts called tweets. Twitter members can post tweets and
follow other users' tweets by using multiple platforms and devices. You might
be thinking that limiting your posts to 140 characters is no way to advertise
your business, but you will be shocked to know that Twitter platform has
accumulated more than 320 million active monthly users who make use of the
same 140-characters limit to share information.



WhatsApp is a mobile messaging App. It is very popular among millennial.
The app banks on the Internet to send images, texts, documents, audio and
video messages to other users who have the app installed on their devices.



Google+ (pronounced Google plus) is Google's social networking project.
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1.6



Wikipedia is a free, open content online encyclopaedia created through the
collaborative endeavour of a community of users known as Wikipedians.



LinkedIn is a social networking site designed specifically for the business
and professional community. The main aim of the site is to allow registered
members to establish networks of people they know and trust professionally.

EMERGING TRENDS IN NEW MEDIA

Here are a few emerging trends in new media:
Natural Language Generation (NLG): this new trend of new media aims at
rewriting content for different types of readers. With the aid of the NLG, new
organizations can write different versions of the same story for different audiences.
The advantage of using NLG is that the data remains the same, but the selection of
vocabulary is intended to suit different audiences.
Computer Assisted Reporting (CAR): This is a new investigative journalism
technique. Use of machine learning algorithms can help find hidden storylines.
Voice interfaces: Google Now, Amazon‘s Alexa and others are on the roll to offer
more than one set of facts and opinion on a topic. There is an emerging trend in using
voice interfaces to help professionals understand different sides of a discussion or
argument.
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Podcasts and digital content and AR: Augmented Reality integrations are expected
soon in these different content offerings.
Immersive storytelling: Storytellers started producing stories built specifically for
immersive environments. Publishers are gearing up for POV storytelling templates
and story formats specifically developed keeping in mind these new technologies.
Fake news: While Facebook and Twitter promise to curtail fake news, the same
continues to spread. Unfortunately, in 2018, little success has been achieved. In fact,
as social media companies are experimenting hard to stop the spread of fake news,
more problems and potentially more fake news stories continue to spread in social
platforms.

Limited-edition news products: These offer a myriad of opportunities to provide
audiences with temporary podcasts, newsletters, chatbots, and text messages about
topics like weather events, big sports games, and elections. They also create a unique
opportunity for revenue, audience engagement, and data collection.
1.7

IMPACT OF NEW MEDIA ON JOURNALISM

The advent of new media has revolutionized the traditional forms of journalism. The
main focus shifts to online real-time reportage of happenings. Today, the news is
delivered by integrating both audio and video. Professionals working in different
fields of Journalism, Public Relations, Advertising, Film, broadcasting, and mass
communications have to adapt to newly evolving trends of media. Slowly and
steadily the journalists across various media platforms have begun to accept the
innovations in technology, audience requirements.
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Even though the impact of new technologies in the journalism is varied, two general
conclusions can be drawn: these changes are adding to the work load of journalists,
who have to learn new skills to produce more work under deadline. Secondly,
software and hardware are amplifying ways of doing things in news organizations.
Today, media professionals are expected to perform tasks which were once
considered to be under the domain of specialists. Newspapers, magazines, television
programs are publishing on the Internet in order to have a ―cross benefit‖. Media
professionals must understand that due to the incorporation of hyperlinking, story
length is becoming less of an issue in print and broadcast journalism. In the future
media professionals will need to work and produce content for multiple media.
Journalist working in one media need to be highly specialized. Media professionals
need to evolve special characteristics to operate in a new landscape. Technical
literacy is topping the list of the most media professionals working for both
traditional and new media.
Filtering information in the world of online journalism is getting important with each
passing day. Breaking news stories are now produced online. Newsrooms are
required for checks and balances to stop the flow of misinformation. Today, we
circulate news, information, and images via Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, blogs, and
e-mail. This tremendous speed is putting enormous pressure on the newsroom to
publish stories even before they are checked and verified. News via online is often
subject to rumours, defamatory comments which can, in turn, harm the society.
New media encourages people to express their opinion and share their thoughts
candidly. Many bloggers, vloggers openly take sides. Many online journalists
disseminate partisan views or function as activists crusading for social causes or
political movements. They reject an objective or neutral analysis. The question that
arises is, should objectivity be abandoned by all journalists? Which is best suited for a
healthy democracy- impartial journalism or partisan journalism?
For economic reasons, mainstream newsrooms who respect traditional news values
such as impartiality are compelled to move towards a more partisan approach.
Many news organizations are encouraging their news reporters to use social media to
gather information and to create their own blogs, Facebook page, or Twitter account.
Furthermore, as newsroom staff shrinks, and the popularity of online news grows,
organizations are increasingly willing, to collaborate with citizens while covering
accidents, disasters, crimes, and other breaking stories. Citizens are now capturing
events on their cell phones to transmit text and images to newsrooms via WhatsApp
or other messaging service linked to the internet via wireless technology. These
include both photographs and videos.
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The advent of new media has given rise to a new breed of journalist - the citizen
journalist. They are regularly updating and contributing news as the mainstream
reporter does. The new media has led to ‗democratisation of media‘ since it helps the
common people to voice out their opinion. Participation and interaction by the masses
are the main aspects of the new media. The above were once ignored by the
commercial mass media. A large number of journalists and editors read blogs on a
daily basis. They have also hired a dedicated team to see what citizen journalists are
discussing in the blogosphere.
In the present scenario, mainstream journalism provides the scope for people‘s
participation through polls, forums and blogs. This new communication technology
has allowed the public to actively engage in the production of their own content.
The mainstream media outlets generally publish the current issues trending all over
the world. Many newsrooms are following the idea of novelty and personalisation by
publishing information rich in instantly gratifying contents. Mainstream media outlets
are receiving news from other new media generated platforms like Facebook and
Twitter. Mainstream media outlets are also adopting technological innovations and
are providing a public space for netizens to express themselves. The user-generated
content has reached the front pages and primetime broadcasts of the mainstream
media who finds it otherwise difficult to cover sudden events in remote areas. The
mainstream media outlets have embraced the proliferation of user-generated content
one way or the other.
Overall, journalists have started to embrace new technology to enhance their status,
job role and style of functioning. Information dissemination has become faster and
more efficient. Massive changes are taking place in the media environment and new
technology is reconfiguring journalism.
1.8

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What do you mean by the word ‗blog‘?
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………
2. What do you understand by ―Computer assisted Reporting‖?
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………
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UNIT 2 NEW MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES
1.0- UNIT STRUCTURE
1.1- Learning Objectives
1.2- Introduction
1.3- Using new media technologies- creativity and diversity
1.4- Use of new media in different fields
1.5- Digital Video Broadcasting
1.6- Radio in a box concept
1.7- Internet radio
1.8- Digital TV and Radio
1.9- Digital Printing
1.10- Digital Photography
1.11- Check your progress

2.1

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The objective of this unit is to understand the use and application of new media
technologies in different fields. Further, in this unit, some more important aspects of
new media are also discussed. After reading this unit you will be able to
 understand the use of new media in different fields
 Internet Radio
 Digital TV and Radio

2.2

INTRODUCTION

For almost two decades, we have witnessed that the Internet has revolutionized the
world and the way information is stored, published, disseminated and consumed.
With the arrival of new media, there has been a rippling effect on the mode of
information dissemination. In our last unit, we have discussed the definition and
channels of new media. We have also discussed how journalists are incorporating
new media to share their news and opinions.
The advent of new media has revolutionized the traditional form of journalism. The
main focus has shifted to online- real-time reportage of happenings. Today, the news
is delivered by integrating both audio and visual. The mediascape is also changing
and journalism has to adapt itself.
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In this Unit, we shall discuss the use of new media technologies in different fields.
We shall also know about digital video broadcasting. Learners will also learn what
the implications of Digital TV and Digital Radio are.
2.3

USING NEW MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES- CREATIVITY AND
DIVERSITY

The media landscape is changing constantly. Technology and its current applications
have evolved at a lightning pace revolutionizing the media landscape. Photographers,
writers, journalists, musicians involved in the process of content creation know that
everything has changed and they need to adapt to these changes. The creative artists
advocate for transformation and innovation to engage communities and foster their
arts. It is a well-known concept that democracy thrives when people and communities
are informed and engaged. The new catchphrase is ―the customer is king‖. Really,
new media have changed the way people react, perceive, reflect and interact with
each other.
Earlier, people used to access one or two locally printed and locally distributed
newspapers, one or two television channels, five to six radio stations, but now they
can access virtually all the world‘s news and information instantly at home,
workplace, or wherever they have an Internet connection. The economic, historical,
and societal changes in media will be far more profound than Gutenberg‘s invention
of moveable type, Tesla‘s and Marconi‘s invention of broadcasting or any other
conventional development in media.
New media technology has changed the nature and function of media in our society.
New media has arrived with a set of communication challenges of conventional
mainstream media: Interactivity
(new forms of interaction with
audiences),
Multimedia
(new
computer languages and graphics)
and Hypertext (a new grammar).
The new media is eventually
playing a pivotal role in changing
the media landscape.
With the arrival of new media technologies, the media industry has been under
turmoil. The same has impacted many aspects of the conventional media industry.
Mainstream media outlets are transforming the way news and entertainment content
is disseminated around the world. In the age of new media technologies, there has
been a dramatic paradigm shift in news gathering. Local TV stations, newspapers and
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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a hoard of innovative digital start-ups are now using an array of digital tools to
improve the way they assemble and disseminate the news. Through new media
technologies news can travel around the globe in a nanosecond.
A new media landscape has irrevocably changed the way people interact with each
other. There is a commotion in the workplace that the TV and broadcast model is
going to be obsolete if it does not embrace new changes. Brands are now looking for
new communication solutions. This has changed the dynamics of our media culture.
People are crafting their own forms of content in their own online ecosystem. The
creative and talented young Millennials can now make films, music, artwork, books,
and personal websites. A tidal wave of creativity has flooded cyberspace. Tools like
iMovie, Final Cut Pro and Photoshop have democratised creativity. New social
networks and content aggregators have emerged to welcome this generation‘s creative
pool of information like (Myspace, YouTube).
New media encourages people to express their opinion and share their thoughts
candidly. Many bloggers, vloggers take pride in expressing their mind, compared to
any mainstream reporters who must cover events impartially. Many online journalists
see themselves as partisans or activists crusading for causes or political movements
and reject the idea of objective or neutral analysis. The question arises, should
objectivity be abandoned by all journalists? Which is best suited for a healthy
democracy- impartial journalism or partisan journalism?
The mainstream media outlets generally publish the current trending issues happening
all over the world. Many newsrooms are following the idea of novelty and
personalization by publishing information-rich instantly gratifying contents.
Mainstream media outlets
are receiving news from
other
new
media
generated platforms like
Facebook and Twitter.
Mainstream media outlets
are
adopting
technological innovation
and are providing public
space for citizens to
express themselves. The
user-generated
content
has reached the front
pages
and primetime
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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broadcasts of the mainstream media. The mainstream media outlets have embraced
the proliferation of user-generated content one way or the other.
2.4

USE OF NEW MEDIA IN DIFFERENT FIELDS

Some of the ways that new media technologies are being used in different fields
include blogs and podcasts for public relations purposes; online advertising; viral
videos to stimulate buzz marketing; collaborative learning organization; and
relationship marketing.
Various media industries have incorporated new media technologies. The following is
a list of areas affected by the new media technologies.


ADVERTISING: Internet advertising is the fastest growing advertising
medium right now. Advertisers are spending more on search ads (Google,

Yahoo, and Microsoft). ―Pay per click‖ is a very new concept and many more
advertisers are turning to it. Many advertisers are flocking to social
networking sites to advertise their product.


RELATIONSHIP MARKETING: Social networking has taken a popular way
of connecting withprospective clients. It enables organizations to increase
brand loyalty while simultaneously acquiring feedback from customers.



NICHE MARKETING: The main goal is to create buzz marketing through the
Internet. The companies hire consumers to promote the product, perhaps on
their blogs, social networking
profiles, websites, etc. YouTube
could also be employed for
launching a new product or service.



PUBLIC RELATIONS: Today, you
cannot just solely rely on press
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releases. The firms must consider the use of blogs, video releases on YouTube
to create its web presence. Good web content can actually enhance the
reputation of a firm. It also draws consumers to purchase products.


JOURNALISM: The advent of new media has given rise to a new breed of
journalists - the citizen journalist who are regularly updating and contributing
news just like the mainstream journalist. The new media has led to
democratization of media since it helps the common people to voice out their
opinion. Participation and interaction with the masses are the new aspects. A
large number of journalists and editors read blogs on a daily basis. They are
also hiring a dedicated team to see what citizen journalists are discussing in
the blogosphere.

In the present scenario, mainstream journalism provides a scope for people‘s
participation through polls, forums and blogs. The new communication technology
has provided the public an opportunity to actively engage in the production of their
own content, while simultaneously obtaining feedback and responses.
The mainstream media outlets generally publish current trends and issues. They
follow the idea of novelty as well as personalization by publishing information-rich
content aimed at instant gratification. Mainstream media outlets are receiving news
from other new media generated platforms like Facebook and Twitter. Mainstream
media outlets are adopting technological innovations and have started providing a
public space to citizens to express themselves. The user-generated in new media has
also reached the front pages and primetime broadcasts of the mainstream media. The
mainstream media outlets have benefitted from the proliferation of user-generated
content one way or the other.
EDUCATION: Today professors
have shifted from chalk and talk to
smart classrooms. The teaching
fraternity is slowly evolving in the
direction of new media. Many
educators are employing features like
blogs, wikis, podcasts, and ematerials in their course materials. In
the educational sector, new media is
fast becoming a tool to enhance the
conventional approach to teaching
and learning.
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2.5

ENTERTAINMENT: Consumers are now watching full-length television
episodes online. We are now doing an array of activities with the application
of new media technologies which were not possible in the past: surfing the
Internet, downloading music
from the Internet, listening to
an iPod, etc. Earlier audiences
were ―couch potatoes‖, now
the trend is shifting towards
audience
generated
entertainment. They create
videos, blogs, websites, music
and other kinds of
entertainment. Media companies such as Viacom and MTV are getting
involved in online games. Many filmmakers are using 3D technologies,
Virtual Reality and Animations to woo their viewers in this new media age.
DIGITAL VIDEO BROADCASTING

Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) is a set of standards that define digital
broadcasting using existing satellite, cable, and terrestrial infrastructure. In the early
1990s, European broadcasters, consumer equipment manufacturers, and regulatory
bodies formed the European Launching Group (ELG) to discuss introducing digital
television (DTV) throughout Europe. The ELG realized that mutual respect and trust
had to be established among members. Today, the DVB Project consists of over 220
organizations in more than 29 countries worldwide. DVB-compliant digital
broadcasting and equipment is widely available and can be distinguished by the DVB
logo. Numerous DVB broadcast services are available in Europe, North and South
America, Africa, Asia, and Australia. The term digital television is sometimes used as
a synonym for DVB. DVB creates the frame of MPEG-2 based digital video services.
The advantages of Digital Video broadcasting:
• Better quality as only two signals (1and 0) are permitted
• Higher noise stability
• The ability for error correction
• Flexibility in transmitting additional information, via teletext, subtitles.
• The ability to integrate Personal Video Recording on a hard disk drive.
Standard definition television and high definition television facilitate the use of
MPEG-2 compression. SDTVs sound and picture quality are similar to digital
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versatile disk (DVD). HDTV offers five times more information to the eye than
SDTV.
2.6

RADIO IN A BOX

Radio-in-a-box (RIAB) is a portable broadcasting system containing a laptop, mixer,
CD/Cassette player, digital audio recorder, microphones and equipment needed to
establish a radio station in remote locations.
Advantages of RIAB
 RIAB is available in different sizes.
 The system is measured as small as 55cm x 50 cm. It will start operating within
one hour.
 It can be transported easily on airplanes or helicopters to reach remote areas or
disaster prone locations.

2.7

INTERNET RADIO

Internet radio is a technology that continuously transmits streaming audio over the
internet. Today you can listen to any number of internet radio stations online. In
addition, internet radio stations are not limited to audio transmissions.
Advantages of Internet Radio






The option to share graphics, links, and photos with their listeners
Listeners can form chat rooms or message boards
Access to thousands of radio stations
Unlimited telecast of live events, music, and radio shows in real time.
Anyone can have access to entertainment at any time of the day
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 You can even create a podcast of your show that can be downloaded and
listened to while sitting in a waiting room, travelling to work, or exercising.
2.8

DIGITAL RADIO

Digital radio makes use of digital technology to transmit or receive across the
spectrum.
This digital transmission by radio waves refers to the next generation of radio
broadcasting. Digital radio receivers are able to receive and decode a digital program
stream into a format that you can hear and see, with program details on built-in
screens, thus giving audience a superior listening experience. Digital radio is
transmitted using digital signals instead of analog, which AM and FM use.
Advantages of Digital Radio
 AM/FM can suffer from interference caused by signals, hills, buildings, and other
structures, but digital receivers have built-in technology which makes interference
practically non-existent.
 Instead of fiddling to find the strongest frequency for a station with a digital radio
you can automatically lock on to the appropriate frequency at a push of a button.
 In a digital radio transmission, listeners with LCD screens can see what songs are
currently being played, and what frequencies they are currently on.
 Some digital radios have provisions for on board storage, which facilitates the
listener to pause and rewind live radio.
2.9 DIGITAL TV
Digital TV is a process of receiving your television signals in a digital format. This
facilitates TV companies to broadcast better quality sound, a higher definition picture
and a wider range of channels than ever before.
Digital TV (DTV) refers to digital representation and processing of the signal. Digital
TV usually converts images and sound into a digital code. The process of digitization
actually starts with compression in order to minimize the capacity requirement of the
transmission channel. DVB creates the frame of MPEG-2 based digital video service,
and then modulation occurs whereby the code is formatted for propagation along
terrestrial, satellite or cable media.
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DTV facilitates digital processing and compression to foster simultaneous
compression of several television programs. New technologies have recently had
brought with them an array of possibilities in the use of digital picture formats using
digital compression systems. This convergence model is modifying the existing TV
environment completely.

(Source: Creative Commons)
Advantages of Digital TV








Better picture quality
Higher Resolution even for weaker signal
Stereo sound quality
Digital data is easy to store
The ability for error correction
Flexibility in transmitting additional information via teletext, subtitles
Digital TV allows users to access further information by interacting with their
television in ways they had never done before.
 In addition to it, viewers can listen to radio channels via their televisions and even
watch recorded programmes
 Viewers can watch archived programs via digital ‗on-demand‘ services.
 Modern digital TV facilitates users to access the Internet via television sets.
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Digital TV Types
As a viewer, you will encounter more than one type of digital television service.
Some of the types you‘re likely to encounter are as follows:
Digital terrestrial
It is a very popular form of digital television for viewers who are upgrading to digital
services. It is relatively hassling free. Digital terrestrial TV is received via your
existing TV at a little extra cost.
Digital satellite TV
This refers to digital television, which is received via a satellite dish. In order to
watch programmes via satellite dish, it is necessary to have one installed before you
can receive digital satellite TV.
Internet Protocol television
Commonly known as IPTV, Internet Protocol uses a broadband connection to provide
digital television services. Such services include Google TV and Apple TV.
Subscribing viewers can have access to archived content online.
2.9

DIGITAL PRINTING

Printing industry has the following main segments: Lithography (offset),
Flexography, Gravure, screen printing, and Digital. Digital printing uses digital or
electronic files from a personal computer or other digital storage devices as a source.
Digital printing does not rely on a press plate to carry the image and also does not
require any setup sheets. Due to its lower production costs, digital printing has
replaced lithography in several contexts.Digital printing is mainly used by small
businesses.
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Why Digital Printing?
Digital Printing is a new paradigm in the media industry. It provides an array of
choices, features, and flexibility than older methods such as offset or flexographic
printing.
Benefits of Digital Printing:
High Quality: The digital printing offers impressive quality and consistency over
other alternatives. All printed pages have the same quality.
Timeliness: Due to fewer steps involved in the printing process, final product
delivery is quick.
Cost Effective:Lesser investment is involved in setting up a digital printing press.
Short Runs: Digital printing is the ideal choice for producing short to medium print
run.
Customization: Digital Printing provides the most affordable option to customize
direct mail pieces, business letters and cards.
Facilitate last minute changes: Makes it easier and less expensive to make lastminute changes to a print job.

2.10

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Recently a new technology has arrived in the form of digital photography. Digital
photography refers to the process of using electronic and computing appliances to
capture, create, edit and share digital images/photographs. It encompasses several
different technologies to provide electronic or computer-based photography services.
It is mainly used as a means to create, publish or use digital photographs on
computers and/or the Internet.
Digital Photography has entirely replaced a film in less than a decade. Here is why.
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 The image quality of digital images is better than film images
 The digital photographs are available in a format that makes it incredibly easy to
share and use. For example, you can insert digital photographs into documents,
print them at a kiosk, send them by e-mail to friends, or post them on a website
where anyone in the world can see them.
 Going digital makes you economical in the long run since you don‘t need to
purchase rolls of film.
 It also saves you time because you don‘t need to visit the store to pick up your
pictures.
 Digital camera instantly shows you how your pictures look
 You can also edit them. You can crop them, remove red colour, change colours or
contrast, or even change the background of a subject.
 Digital photography does not use toxic chemicals.
 Many digital cameras not only capture still photographs but also sound and even
video.
 You can create slideshows of your digital images with background music and
narration

2.11
1.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
What do you mean by ‗Radio-in-a box‘ concept?

………………………………………………………………………….…………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
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2.

Discuss four advantages of Digital TV?

………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………….……………
…………………………………………………………………………….………
………………………………………………………………………………….…
……………………
3.

What are the two benefits of Digital printing?
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………
……….…………………………………………………………………………
……………….………………………

4.

What do you understand by ‗IPTV‘?
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………
……….…………………………………………………………………………
……………….………………………
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UNIT-3 ONLINE NEWSPAPERS
3.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
3.1 Learning Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Online Newspapers
3.4 Distinct features of online newspapers
3.5 Difference between online newspaper and Printed newspapers
3.6 Online Journalism
3.6.1 Online Journalism: Its Characteristics
3.6.2 History of Online Journalism in India
3.6.3 Online Journalism Vs Traditional Journalism
3.7 Writing for the Web
3.7.1 Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
3.7.2 Keywords, Title Tags and Meta Description
3.7.3 Examples
3.8 Check your progress
3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to understand the notion of e- newspapers and how they
are different from traditional media. Further, in this unit, some important aspects
online journalism are also discussed. After reading this unit you will be able to
understand:
• E- Newspapers
• Online Journalism
• Writing for the Web
3.2 INTRODUCTION
The advent of the Internet‘s virtual communication space has revolutionized
traditional Journalism and journalistic work processes in many ways. By having
online newspapers, the Internet has almost led to a dramatic decline in newspaper
circulation in many developed countries. What distinguishes the Internet from all the
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other media is its limitless capacity to store infinite news stories, real-time updating,
accommodation of stories of varying lengths, direct voice or video quotations and
insertion of interactive graphic elements. The Internet is a versatile medium, which
presents an array of possibilities to combine the features of traditional media, radio,
television, and newspapers. Specific features such as hypertextuality, multimedia
applications and interactivity make online journalism different from traditional
journalism.
Online newspapers have become a very important part of social, economic, and
cultural life in technologically advanced countries. This new genre of journalism is
developing rapidly, challenging traditional journalism in many ways.
Online Journalism or web journalism is a relatively new concept. It engulfs a number
of things like websites run by established newspapers like The Times of India, The
Telegraph, The Hindu, citizen journalism, non-profit news sites and blogs.
Citizen journalism has opened up newer possibilities. Anyone can report on any issue
as a citizen journalist. This is a significant power shift. Social networking websites
like Facebook, Twitter, Myspace etc. are helping a significant number of audience to
promote their websites worldwide. There is also an option for uploading numerous
videos on YouTube and other similar sites.
David Gauntlett in his book Webstudies says that it is the provision of engaging
content that gets the attention of the web audience. This is the challenge of making
online journalism work.
3.3 ONLINE NEWSPAPERS
An online version of a newspaper means that the newspaper provides for a website to
provide news. It could be seen as a duplicate of the print newspaper.
The presence of the Internet and the World Wide Web could be an accelerator of
Marshall McLuhan‘s global village.
3.4 DISTINCT FEATURES OF ONLINE NEWSPAPERS
i. Minimal Graphics
The website with newspaper layout is clean, informative, and structural and has
graphic elements designed accurately and in a minimalist way. Graphic elements are:
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Shapes
Colors
Typography
Textures
lines

ii. Grid-based Design or Multi-Column Layout
The newspaper website layout is the one with a perfectly organized structure. In a
way they resemble the content-rich websites. Grids or columns are an indispensable
aspect of online newspapers.

(Source: Creative Commons)
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iii. Headlines
Headlines help us to differentiate interesting articles from the secondary ones. So,
each content block needs to be entitled. Whether it is a small section on a grid or a
full-height column, it should have a headline. The headline should be in bigger fonts,
typed in bold or highlighted with a different colour.
iv. White Space Maximization
Generally, white space is considered to be a section where nothing is typed. White
space falls between text lines and letters, and around content elements. It is
everything that makes your website more readable.
v. Sharing on Social Sites
Blogs and news sites can‘t exist without social media integration. They facillitate
mass sharing in social sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, LinkedIn.
3.5 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ONLINE NEWSPAPERS AND PRINT
NEWSPAPERS
S.No
1

Features
Readers

Print Newspapers
Older generation readers still
prefer them

2

Portability

They can be carried
everywhere

3

Space

They can be elaborate.

4

Sourcing

Verification of the source is
very important.
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Online Newspapers
Younger generation
readers prefer the online
edition
You need an electronic
device like laptop, tab or
phone to access online
newspapers. Also you
need an internet
connection.
They need to keep the
write-ups short and crisp
in order to sustain the
attention of the readers.
Online newspaper can
hyperlink to the source,
thus facilitating on-thespot verification.
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5.

Interaction

Immediate feedback is not
possible from the readers.

Feedback is immediate.
Sites invite opinions and
comments.

3.6 ONLINE JOURNALISM
The essential characteristics of online journalism include interactivity, customization
of content, hypertextuality, and convergence. Today journalists are spending less time
with the community and more in front of monitors.
Despite the above, there is a greater scope for interactivity and participatory
communication in online journalism. Scope of instant feedback to blogs and news
based websites through comments and emails heightens the accountability standards
of online journalism.
Blogs can be updated anytime. In times of emergency breaking news and information
can be instantaneously published in online newspapers. The same is not possible in
printed formats. Online newspapers are capable of delivering news in context.
Newspapers can easily hyperlink the present story to a previous one thus clarifying
the context to the readers. The same is not possible in printed newspapers.
3.6.1 ONLINE JOURNALISM: ITS CHARACTERISTICS
With the advent of Internet, a growing population has moved to online news. The
same can even pose a threat to newspapers and reporters who do traditional
journalism. Online journalism has certain distinctive characteristics which
differentiates it from other forms of journalism. With an increasing amount of
information getting digitized and made available online, a reader can benefit in a
number of ways. It takes only a few seconds or sometimes even less than a second for
the search engines to grab millions of pages yielding related and even remotely
related information from computers across the globe. The Internet can not only
embark on a new avenue of information dissemination but also build a more open and
dynamic relationship with its readers because of features such as immediacy,
multimedia presentation, interactivity, and hyperlinked text.
 Convergence of Media/Multimedia: Online Journalism has the potential to carry
a minute-by-minute update of any breaking news. Now the old concept of ‗news
cycles‘ has given way to 24-hour deadlines. Websites can offer an array of new
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features like an eyewitness account of an event with text, audio, video, and
graphics.
Mobile Journalism: A single piece of news can also be delivered via a mobile
phone or SMS. Only the format of presentation needs to be in tune with various
delivery vehicles.
Non-linear: The reading of the news is driven by the user‘s choice, not by that of
providers.
Hypertext: The texts in online media are interconnected through links.
Hyperlinks can refer internally to other texts within the text‘s domain or
externally to texts located elsewhere on the Internet. A media site can hyperlink
the story to backgrounders run on specialist‘s sites or to related news stories run
on other media sites.
Participatory medium: Online Journalism is a participatory medium. Its
democratic potential needs to be recognized and harnessed.
New breed of stories: More and more online stories can be disseminated online
without engaging the services of professional journalists. This is possible through
interactive facilities such as e-mails, weblogs, message boards, and newsgroups.
Some readers may post eyewitness account of an event. Some others may land up
posting their emotional outbursts on any sensitive issues. Readers interacting with
others through newsgroups may provide alternative perspectives to a story. This
new breed of journalists are popularly known as ‗Citizen Journalism‘.
Immediate Feedback: Feedback is immediate. Through online news sites, you
can take part in opinion polls or write comments and feedbacks.

3.6.2 HISTORY OF ONLINE JOURNALISM IN INDIA
The Internet has brought about a change that is nothing short of revolutionary.
Internet, which owes its origin to a research project of the U.S. Defence Department,
gradually grew through the 1970s and 1980s and by 1990s became a new force to
reckon with. Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL) provided Internet access to
Indians in 1995.
At the center of the Internet is the World Wide Web (WWW). It is a large system of
servers which offers an array of information to anyone on the net. To access a
particular website on the WWW, one needs a program called browser. A website can
hold information in the form of texts, photographs, movies, sound, music, and
graphics. All of these is collected in a computer called server. It is connected to the
Internet backbone consisting of high speed telecom lines. Anyone in any part of the
world can access information on the website by using a browser. The WWW has
become immensely popular because it is easy to use.
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India adopted the third generation (3G) mobile technology in 2009. The same
provides users an access to high-end data applications, including high-speed
interactive gaming and access to video conferencing and streaming. Recently, there
has been a spurt in online journalism. A large number of the Indian news audience
habitually access websites of mainstream news media. Twitter uses photo and video
sharing sites, and regularly blog for breaking news and commentary. During the
terrorist attacks in Mumbai, more than nine million people accessed the website of
The Times of India. Breaking news regarding terrorist attacks released in blogs and
online forums. Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) offers its viewers with a new
visual experience.
A Web ad is usually a banner. A banner is an advertisement in the form of a graphic
image that typically runs across a web page or is positioned in a margin reserved for
ads.
The Internet has helped develop what is known as Electronic Commerce (ecommerce). Payments are made online. We are also witnessing such developments as
electronic banking, electronic clearance system, bookings of airlines and railway
tickets online and so on.
3.6.3 ONLINE JOURNALISM VS TRADITIONAL JOURNALISM
Traditional Journalism vs. Online Journalism
S.No
1
2

3

4

Traditional Journalism
It is based on the principle of
one-to-many.
An editor decides the news which news to be published in
the day‘s newspaper. The news
readers have no role to play in
the creation or dissemination of
content.
The traditional media is
primarily a news media. It has
traditionally performed the role
of a gatherer and disseminator of
news.
All communication is one-way:
from the Gatekeeper to the
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Online Journalism
It is based on the principle of manyto-many.
An individual can create and share
content.

It need not be news-based. People
come to interact with friends,
relatives , acquaintances etc.

It allows users to comment on
content created. All comments are in
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5

6
7

8

consumers. The most that a
reader can hope is to get a letter
published in the Letters to the
Editor column.
Traditional journalists could
work in a singular format- either
with radio, print or television.
There is no scope for
convergence in the traditional
media space.
Traditional Journalism takes
time to disseminate information.
It needs an investment to set up
a newspaper, radio or television
station
The reach of traditional
journalism is limited to the
number of readers or viewers
that individual newspapers or
channels may have.

real time.

Online journalism employs
convergence. You could publish
content as text, audio, graphics, or
photographs.

Online Journalism is instant. Reports
published can be accessed instantly.
Online journalism allows free
posting of content. Anyone can be a
publishers.
The reach of online journalism is
staggering. It has the scope to
connect billions of individuals across
the globe.

3.7 WRITING FOR THE WEB
The advent of the World Wide Web has opened up new possibilities and challenges.
While writing for the web, journalists need to keep in mind elements such as
graphics, sound, images, animations, and video, apart from traditional text. The
arrival of social media has redefined the role of a journalist because every user is
simultaneously a producer, distributor, and consumer of content.
Writing for the web is different from writing for the print medium. While writing for
the web an online reporter should abide by the following rules:


The news story should be written in a short or precise way in order to
sustain the reader‘s attention. Word count continues to be an important
yardstick with web writers. While writing for the web one has to provide
the core essence of the story in a few small paragraphs. The simpler the
text content on a web page, better are the chances to sustain the reader‘s
attention. This enhances clarity. Sentences with multiple news points lack
clarity.
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Bulleted points should be used to maintain brevity while conveying the
central idea. Headlines also matter a lot. Straightforward headlines which
are to the point are ideal for web writing.
The web writer must understand which stories are being regularly read on
the net. This will help him to write stories that are likely to be read more.
The web writer can also insert hyperlinks. Texts with hyperlinks can lead
to a whole new reading experience. For example, the word ―Distance
education‖ can carry a hyperlink which when clicked can lead to a page
which gives detailed information about leading open and distance
universities in India. Relevant information can be provided in hyperlinks
for those interested in further reading.
Substitute wordy phrases with small words: For example, the coach of the
team submitted his resignation can be changed to the coach resigned.
Passive voice has no place in a good, racy copy. One should use active
verbs; they make the sentences crisper. They also lend to immediacy.
Reporting, writing, and editing for the web is an art so as well as a science,
where creative and rational faculties have to submerge.
A journalist who is writing for the web has to be adept at writing SEO
friendly articles. The writing for the web demands some keywords be
repeated throughout the document to make it easily searchable.

3.7.1 SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is integral to web writing because it is highly
imperative to stay competitive with other websites. Effective SEO leads to favorable
page ranking. According to Webopedia, ―Search engine optimization is a
methodology of strategies, techniques and tactics used to increase the amount of
visitors to a website by obtaining a high ranking placement in the search results page
of search engines.‖
Guidelines for SEO Writing
1. Improves Readability





Format your content for skim readers.
Use shorter sentences.
Break long paragraphs.
Highlight the most interesting parts of your content (through effective use of
subheadings, bold texts, and whitespaces).
 Use active voice.
 Use transition words to give better direction to readers.
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2. Topic: Relevant issues need to be talked about in greater detail.
3.7.2 KEYWORDS
Writing for the web demands some keywords or phrases to be repeated throughout
the article to make it easily searchable. Keywords in an article cannot be randomly
placed.The techniques to be followed for placing keywords in your article are as
follows:
 It should not be randomly placed
 Should come with the flow
 Avoid back to backkeywords
 Use only 3% to 6% of a page as keywords
 It can be large, bold and can appear as bulleted points
 They are best placed at the top or middle of a web page
Tools like Google AdWords Keyword Planner help in searching for relevant
keywords in relation to a document. This keyword planner provides a fair idea about
the right keywords to be used for greater visibility.
TITLE TAGS
A title tag is an HTML element that specifies the title of a web page. Title tags are
displayed on search engine results pages (SERPs) as click able headlines for a given
result, and are important for usability, SEO, and social sharing. The title tag of a web
page is meant to be an accurate and concise description of a page's content.
Factors
• Visitor‘s first experience
• A good title can be the make or break factor
• Title tag is also displayed at the top of the web browser
• Some external websites—especially social networks—will use your title tag to
determine what to display when you share that page.
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How to Write It-

•

Try to avoid ALL-CAPS titles. They may be read but will severely limit the
number of characters Google will display.

•

Don‘t overdo SEO Keywords

•

Buy Widgets, Best Widgets, Cheap Widgets, Widgets for Sale
Give every page a unique title

•

Put important keyword first

•

Write for your customers

•

You should have an alternate title.

Meta Description
Meta Descriptions are HTML attributes that provide a brief explanation about the
content of a web page.The techniques to be followed for writing Meta descriptions for
your article are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make them compelling
They should appear as brief snippets
They should be short (135-160) characters
They should provide a brief summary of the news with along important
keywords
Do not use the same meta description on several pages
Do not write meta descriptions that have nothing to do with your page content.
Only use alpha numeric characters – and NEVER use quotes.

3.7.3 Examples of Web Writing
1. Plan Scintillating Holidays in Dubai with The Top Travel Houses in UK
Welcome to Dubai which is one of the most populous cities in the United Arab
Emirates. Its journey from a de-glam fishing village to a thriving metropolis reflects
in the several magnificent arrangements that the city displays. The high profile
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cosmopolitan sensibilities, luxury arrangements for unlimited amusements and the
immeasurable wealth of this kingdom succeed to dazzle hordes of tourists from all
around. Stunning Dubai possesses millions of treasures at its loop and hence it
welcomes the massive crowd to its enchanting shore every year. In a nutshell, this
cosmopolitan city features fascinating alchemy of aspiring futuristic vision and rich
tradition, which plays a crucial role in making Dubai a world-famous hot-spot.
On entering the city, the glimpse of cultural highlights and glamorous arrangements
of this place offers a jaw-dropping experience. Surrounded by an abundance of highrise edifices, aristocrat boutique hotels, and posh designer outlets, this city offers its
tourists incredible holidays in Dubai. Other than showing off its flashy veneer,
gorgeous Dubai has much more to deal with. In fact, a plethora of beautiful locations
in Dubai is waiting to blow your mind! Burj Khalifa is the very first place you should
start your journey from. This landmark building of Dubai is acknowledged as the
tallest building in the world. The bird‘s eyes perspective of the city acquired from the
topmost floors of this colossal edifice adds to the splendor of this tourist spot. A
panoramic vision of the glitzy nightlife of this city, offered by this lofty edifice
encourages flawless photography. Excellent Dubai Museum is another source for
earning tourist devotion. This historical structure stands as the spectacular reminder
of decade-old cultural and traditional brilliance of the city. Basically, it‘s the
magnificent décor of this museum that plays the catalyst to seduce pleasure seekers
gathering in this magic land. Sheikh Saeed Al - Maktoum House, another spectacular
epitome of architectural brilliance gives the opportunity to peep into the glorious past
of Dubai. A trip to Dubai is incomplete without visiting the world famous Jumeirah
Mosque. This is considered one of the most beautiful mosques in Dubai. It gives you
the opportunity to get acquainted with the pondered piety of the citizens of old Dubai.
Seeking for some fun and shiver? Dubai Aquarium is the perfect getaway spot for
you. Amusing activities of numerous underwater creatures will certainly give you a
belly laugh.
Dubai International Airport is the major airport if the city. Many popular international
airlines are appointed to serve this airport. Several domestic airlines are also
attributed with the responsibility to serve it. These airlines enable the tourists to avail
flights from Dubai at short intervals. This city is linked to its neighborhood locations
via these airlines. Hence, traveling in and around this city never seems difficult. A
successful holiday depends on certain criteria. Consulting a reliable travel house tops
this list. A number of top travel agencies have sprung up in the UK, to facilitate
tourists with oodles of cheap holiday packages. They provide several deals on Dubai
flight and hotel. These travel houses tend to offer cheap packages on Dubai holiday
apartments for their esteemed clients. Among a number of rising travel houses,
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Universal Travel House stands out. If you are keen to make your Dubai holidays a
completely relaxing one, pick any one of them without hanging back.
2. Wikipedia: To believe or not to believe
Why its reliability and credibility fall well short of the standards?
With the cursory level of higher education seeping into the soil of Online technology,
every student, academician, is increasingly opting for online resources. Wikipedia
began life in 2001, set up by early internet entrepreneurs Jimmy Wales and Larry
Sanger, with the latter coining the term, wiki. Wikipedia is a free, open content online
encyclopaedia created through the collaborative effort of a community of users
known as Wikipedians. Anyone registered on the site can create an article for
publication; registration is not required to edit articles. Although Jimmy Wales, the
founder of Wikipedia once cautioned readers not to use the website for academic
purposes, researches all over the globe shows that the Wikipedia has become the
quintessential tool for the millennial students who are looking for reliable online
information. Owing to their innumerable advantageous features, Wikipedia has
earned oodles of appreciation from all parts of the globe. According to the latest
official figures, Wikipedia site exists in 300 different languages, with some 46 million
articles accessed by 1.4 billion unique devices every single month, while a legion of
200,000 editors and contributors oversees this vast repository of online knowledge 24
hours a day. However, its reliability and credibility fall well short of the standards,
maximum academician tend to fall prey to a terrible dilemma. Are you someone, who
is awfully stuck in a somewhat similar conundrum? Let‘s make a brief research to
help you demystify the reasons, whether Wikipedia should be believed or not.
Collaborative nature of Wikipedia :It‘s no exaggeration to admit that maximum
information you witness on Wikipedia has been put there voluntarily, which
exemplifies the collaborative nature of Wikipedia; someone, somewhere, has a
knowledge or expertise in the most obscure of subjects, and they are willing to spend
their time putting what they know online just in case you ever want to know, say, a
full list of every single member ever of the Indian Cricket Team, the scores in every
final of the FIFA World Cup since 1984, or the names of all the rivers in India. But
anyone with an internet access and a free website creator programme, which abound
on the internet, can do that.
Anybody can be an Editor: Yes, you are reading right. Anybody can be an Editor.
You can be an Editor, too. To do edit you have to make an account, but most of the
articles can be edited without even log in. At the top of each Wikipedia entry you‘ll
see a series of tabs. One is marked Edit, and that brings the collaborative nature of the
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project right home. If you find something that you don‘t like on a page? Then you can
click on this tab, and quickly and easily edit the entire page. But you‘d better be sure
of your information, and have the credible sources to back up your information, or it
won‘t last long. In addition to hoaxes and manipulation by bad actors, Wikipedia is
also subject to simple error by well-meaning volunteers who lack the requisite
qualifications to write a reliable reference source and have no one checking their
work.In the Wikipedia article Desert, for example – one of Wikipedia‘s most popular,
viewed well over a million times a year – a very prolific and highly decorated
Wikipedia editor had written that the average winter temperature in Polar deserts like
Greenland and Antarctica is between -2 and +4 C. The gaffe stood for almost a
year.Editing and regulations are imperfect and a trust on Wikipedia can dampen the
spirits of students from engaging with genuine academic writing.
Propaganda- There are numerous examples of politician and public figures
amending articles about themselves to erase any unfavorable material.
Vandalism- You can even play mischievous or downright malicious with Wikipedia.
You can edit any reliable information. It will last an hour at the most.
But, that does not mean that all the articles in Wikipedia are incorrect. There are
articles, written by passionate and knowledgeable amateurs, students or experts,
which are truly commendable, excellent and reliable.
So, next time whenever you come across something in Wikipedia and are considering
to present it as fact to others, first cross check whether the fact is actually backed by a
citation, then check whether the cited source is a trusted one. Whenever writers trust
Wikipedia statements blindly, without regard for sourcing, it can lead to both
embarrassment and an actual exploitation of the world‘s knowledge base.
Academic researches may take the help of Wikipedia. It often provides a clue for
further research, particularly on recent events and publications. Wikipedia is not
supposed to contain original research, and its references and citations, often excellent
can provide a researcher a head start for something new. We can use Wikipedia. But
no citing Wikipedia in research, because professors in the Universities bemoan the
use of Wikipedia.
So- don‘t trust. Verify and consider everything you read there with a large dash of
salt.
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3.8 Check Your Progress
1. What are the two main features of e-newspapers?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Name three characteristics of Online Journalism
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. List few guidelines for effective SEO.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. What do you mean by ‗key words‘ in SEO writing?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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UNIT 4 SOCIAL MEDIA
4.0 UNIT STRUCTURE
4.1 Learning Objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 Social Media and it characteristics
4.4 Use of Social Media in Journalism
4.5 Social media and Credibility
4.6 Citizen Journalist
4.7 Problem of verification and accuracy in the age of Social Media
4.8 Use of # tags and @ symbols in social media
4.9 Check your progress.
4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to understand the concept and definition of Social media.
Further, in this unit, some important characteristics of social media are discussed.
After reading this unit you will be able to understand:
• Social media
• Impact of Social Media on Journalism
• Problems of verification and accuracy in the age of social media

4.2 INTRODUCTION
The internet has revolutionized the communication world. It has eventually changed
the way people play, learn, create and communicate. Today it has become an integral
part of our life. It is not just a technology, but a vehicle of social change, one that has
modified work habits, education, social relations and maybe, ourhopes and dreams.
We are living in an age of rapid technological modifications. Every day we are
bombarded with information from everywhere. In the process of news gathering and
writing, computers and internet have brought about a visible change. Today, millions
of people are expressing themselves in personal blogs and social media platforms like
Twitter and Facebook. Listening to radio, playing music, games and watching TV via
the web have become increasingly popular.
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In this Unit, we shall define Social Media. We shall also point out the characteristics
of social media. We‘ll also learn about the problems of verifying the accuracy of data
in social media.
4.3 SOCIAL MEDIA
Social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and the like, expanded the
scopes to publish, share and discover information. It is fast becoming a focal point for
businesses and organizations.
According to Acquisti and Gross, social networking websites may be defined as sites
that allow users to build a profile that will be made public within an enclosed system.
Social networking websites facilitate users to view lists of other members found
within the system. It should be noted that the main purpose behind the creation of a
social networking website is to enable persons to renew pre-existing connections.
Social networking websites can also be employed for the purpose of starting
friendships with strangers. They play a significant role in bridging gaps.
The positive effects of social networking sites are profound. Social media is changing
the way we communicate. From the laymen users to businesses, almost everyone is
part of the online social ecosystem. In general, the term ―social media ―implies the
number of activities that include socializing and networking online through words,
pictures, and videos. To some extent, it is a two-way discussion forum which brings
people together to discover and share information, interests as well as ideas. It has
revolutionized the way we communicate today. Assisted by communication
techniques, social media has substantially changed the pattern of communication
between organizations, communities, as well as individuals.
Social media can take on many different forms, including Internet forums, Weblogs,
social blogs, and social bookmarking. According to Kaplan and Haenlein, there are
six different types of social media: collaborative projects (e.g. Wikipedia), blogs and
micro blogs (e.g. Twitter), Content communities (e.g. YouTube), social networking
sites (e.g. Facebook), virtual game world (e.g. World of Warcraft). and virtual social
worlds (e.g. Second Life). Technologies include blogs, wall-posting, e-mail, picturesharing, video-sharing, instant messaging, music sharing and voice over IP to name a
few. Many of these social media services can be integrated via social network
platforms.
Social networking sites may be characterized as suited for both interpersonal and
mass communication. They are also multimedia channels. They can incorporate texts,
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visuals, videos, audio, and graphics. Users on the other side can receive and forward
uploaded messages in the form of text, photo, audio, video, or both. These unique
characteristics make social media different from other means of communication.
Most Popular Social Media Sites
Facebook
This is the biggest social media network on the Internet, both in terms of the total
number of users and registered names. Founded on February 4, 2004, Facebook has
managed to accumulate
more than 1.59 billion
monthly active users and
this automatically makes it
one of the best social
networking
sites
for
connecting people from all
over the world. It is
estimated that more than 1
million small and mediumsized businesses use the platform to advertise their businesses. Many media outlets
have opened Facebook pages for connecting with their consumers.
Twitter
You might be pondering over the issue that limiting your posts to 140 characters is no
way to advertise your business, but you
will be shocked to
know that this social networking
platform has managed
to garner 320 million active monthly
users who make use of
the 140-character limit to pass on
information.
Media
outlets can use Twitter to interact with
consumers,
answer
questions, release the breaking news
and at the same time
use the targeted ads with specific audiences. Twitter was founded on March 21, 2006,
and has its headquarters in San Francisco, California.
LinkedIn
Founded on December 14, 2002, and launched on May 5, 2003, LinkedIn is the most
popular social media site for
professional networking. The
website is available in 24
languages and has managed over
400 million registered users.
LinkedIn is an ideal platform for
people looking to connect with peers and colleagues.
Google+
Google+ has its place among the popular social media
sites. Its SEO value alone makes it a must-use tool for any
small business. Launched on December 15, 2011,
Google+ has joined the big leagues registering 418 active
million users by 2015.
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YouTube
It is the largest and most popular video-based social media platform. It was founded
on February 14, 2005, by three former PayPal employees. It
was later bought by Google in November 2006 for $1.65
billion. YouTube has witnessed 1 billion website visitors per
month and is the second most popular search engine behind
Google.
Pinterest
Launched in March 2010, Pinterest is a relative new entrant in the social media arena.
This platform consists of digital bulletin boards where
news media outlets can pin their content.

Instagram
Like Pinterest, Instagram is also a visual social media
platform. The platform, launched on October 6, 2010, has
than 400 million active users and is owned by Facebook.
its users use it to post information about travel, fashion,
art, and similar subjects. The platform is also characterized
unique filters together with video and photo editing features.

more
Many of
food,
by
its

Flickr
Pronounced ―Flicker,‖ it is an online image and video hosting platform that was
created by the then Vancouver-based Ludicorp on February 10, 2004, and later

acquired by Yahoo in 2005.
The social networking website is
popular with users who share and link photographs.
Snapchat
Snapchat is an image messaging application software product that was created by
Reggie Brown, Evan Spiegel, and Bobby Murphy when they were students at
Stanford University. The app was officially released in September 2011, and within a
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short span of time, they have grown immensely popular among the Millennials.

WhatsApp
WhatsApp Messenger, is a cross-platform instant messaging app for smartphones,
PCs, and tablets. The app relies on the Internet to send images, texts, documents,
audio and video messages to other users that have the app installed on their devices.
Launched in January 2010, WhatsApp Inc. was acquired by Facebook on February
19, 2004, for about $19.3 billion. Today, more than 1 billion people use the service to

interact with their friends, loved ones and even customers.
Here are the most visited social networking websites in India

https://www.dreamgrow.com/top-15-most-popular-social-networking-sites/
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Characteristics of Social Media
Unlike the conventional media where the readers or viewers are passive participants,
social media network is one place where the customers as well as ‗would be‘
customers are actively participating and exchanging information, sharing experiences,
giving their opinions and reviews based on their understanding as well as experience.
This means that the media companies can interact with customers in real time. The
organization actually gets to ‗listen‘ to the consumers and understand more about the
customer‘s perception about the brand as well as the product. The social media
channels help build collective opinion and quick healthy discussions on relevant
topics.
Second important characteristic of social media is its spread across a variety of
channels and medium as compared to the limited channels that print and other
traditional media. Social media network operates with audio, video, text, audio pods,
private forums, SMS, chatting, public discussion boards, emails as well as blogging.
Thirdly, social media network is a dynamic, flexible medium that keeps changing in
terms of content and tools. It keeps evolving all the time. As the participants keep
providing inputs there is a regular up-dation of the content
Fourthly,
social
media
network calls for a different
kind of participation from the
consumers and audiences
alike. Unlike the conventional
media where marketers run
campaigns
and
customer
designed advertisements focus
on particular audiences or
groups, social media networks
enable the participants to steer
the discussions and marketers
are required to do more of listening than talking.
Social media network is developing at a faster pace keeping in line with rapidlychanging technology tools that are being made available. Media companies have got
no option but to tune in to new age journalism. Not being present in social media
networks in current times is not an option left for media companies.
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4.4 Use of Social Media in Journalism
The application of social media in relation to journalism is manifold. It offers a gamut
of pros in exchange for the perceived cons. Web journalism has certain potentially
distinctive qualities along with the usual elements of journalism such as researching,
reporting, story structuring, and publishing. With an amount of information getting
digitized and made available online, a consumer can benefit from the web‘s range and
access. The manner of creation of user-generated content (UGC) has also impacted
online journalism in a big way. The Internet allows the public to be no longer a
passive consumer of media, but an active participant in the creation of the media
landscape. In relation to news, this means that the Internet, through diverse social
media platforms, can bring forth messages to a larger audience, creating a new type of
news characterized by real-time updates from journalists or readers. For example,
during Mumbai Terror Attacks, 2008, within minutes of the terrorist attacks on 26th
November 2008, Mumbai based blogs were brimming with news, photos, and eye
witness details of the ghastly incident. Many Twitter users sent tweets asking for
blood donors. A group of bloggers based in Mumbai used their Metro blog to reach
out to the wider world. Many mainstream news media producers, including CNN,
used video footage and photos sent from people at the ground. Many television and
radio stations, as well as newspapers were also keeping a close eye on Twitter and the
blogosphere in order to find out more information. This reflected the direct
participation of readers in the transmission of news facilitated by online platforms.
According to Hermida and Thurman online broadcasting has also come to include
various types of User Generated Content such as polls, message boards, opinions,
comments, Q&A‘s and blogs as well as stories by citizen journalists.


Message boards are online spaces where readers can pursue debates and
conversations on diverse topics usually instigated by users.



Polls are defined by very specific questions that can be answered through a
multiple choice or binary responses.



‗Have your Opinion‘ is similar to Message boards, with the main difference
that the ones posting a question are journalists. It is the readers who answer
these questions.



The ‗‗Comments on stories‘‘ format allows users to contribute their own
thoughts in a given story.
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―Q&As‘‘ follow a certain type of online interview guide, with questions
recommended by readers for journalists or other guests.



‗‗Blogs‘‘ are published by one or more writers with shared opinions and
interests and allow readers to post comments on each news story.



Citizen Journalism represents a new format launched in 2006 by The Sun, the
UK‘s bestselling daily newspaper, on their official website.

User-generated content, drafted on different social media platforms, is mainly seen as
complementing journalism rather than replacing it. The online spaces promote a
different type of journalism that is distinguished from the traditional practices of
journalism, but at the same time incorporates a global network of message sharing.
Social media are becoming central to discussions about the apprehended changes to
be incorporated into the creation and presentation of newspapers in the future. Many
publishers will continue to worry about the growing significance of Facebook,
Twitter and Google to filter and recommend news which traditionally had been the
role of a human editor.
4.5 Social media and Credibility
Social media is evolving as an exciting new medium. Online Journalism has ushered
a new era with interactivity, customization of content, hypertextuality, and
convergence. The concept of journalism is being refashioned to keep up with the
digital trends. Today journalists are spending less time out in the community and
more time in front of the desktops, laptops, and smartphones. However, as discussed
in the last unit the question of credibility looms over a large number of websites and
blogs. One of the major factors affecting the credibility of digital journalism is
inadequate staff to manage operations. Reduced manpower may result in poor editing.
The credibility of the persons starting online news sites is also questionable. They
may not have formal training in journalism at all. But, there may not be any reason to
believe that online news providers won‘t prove successful like other media
counterparts. However, there is a greater need for accuracy in the age of social media.
According to some, there is trouble for online news in the near future because of
concerns relating to richness of content, accuracy, and reliability. Credibility remains
one of the prime areas of concern.
Presently it is easy to start a news blog, WordPress. It‘s absolutely free to start these
services.
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4.6 Citizen Journalist

Citizen Journalism gives rise to user-generated content. According to Mark Glasser, a
long term freelance journalist, the idea behind citizen journalism is that people
without professional journalism training can use the tools of modern technology the
global reach of the Internet to create, augment or fact-check media on their own or in
collaboration with others. For example, you could write about a city council meeting
on your blog or in an online forum. Or you could fast-check a newspaper article from
the mainstream media and point out factual errors or bias on your blog. Or you might
snap a digital photo of a newsworthy event happening in your town and post it online.
Or you might videotape a similar event and post it on a site such as YouTube.
In this genre of Journalism, a citizen or a group of citizens, play a crucial role in the
process of collecting, reporting, analysing and disseminating news and information.
The main purpose is to deliver independent, reliable, accurate, unbiased information
that a democracy requires.

A recent trend in citizen journalism has been the emergence of what blogger Jeff
Jarvis terms hyperlocal journalism, as online sites invite contributions from local
consumers, who often report on topics that conventional newspapers tend to ignore.
Citizens who were once on the receiving end of a media system are speaking of their
own problems. Smartphones are increasingly being used by citizen journaliststo send
stories, pictures and videos.
Citizen Journalism plays a crucial role in empowering the people, especially the poor
and de-marginalized, to raise voices and concerns which hitherto remained unnoticed
by the mainstream new media outlet. Today, many independent freelance journalists
are playing an important role to promote this genre of journalism. This modern trend
of Journalism now finds a small and insignificant slot among television channels,
wherein citizens are asked to report on local issues, problems, and grievances
confronting the local populace. The issues of inadequate socio-economic
development, economic exploitation, lack of infrastructure, and lack of proper
sanitation have all captured attention of readers through citizen journalism. The idea
behind this is to provide independent, reliable, accurate, wide-ranging and relevant
information that a multi-religious and pluralistic democratic society requires.
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The new breed of journalists, bloggers, are giving stiff competition to mainstream
media by publishing information, reporting in real-time, and sharing opinions. They
are causing fundamental changes in the media landscape that will impact how we
produce and consume information in the decades to come.
This isn‘t the first instance of New Media coming to the rescue, after the conventional
media failed to deliver the ‗First Information Report‘ - be it the Tsunami catastrophe
Mumbai blasts or the Iraq war.
There are already a few examples and success stories that give credence to the notion
that Citizen Journalism is a viable alternative to traditional media. The most
exemplary examples are the role of Citizen
Journalism during the Mumbai terror Attack
2008, and the London riots,2011.
Even though the impact of new technologies
in journalism is varied, two general
conclusions can be drawn: these changes are
putting pressures on journalists, who have to
learn new skills to produce more work under
deadline. Secondly, software and hardware
are amplifying ways of doing things in news
organizations. Today, media professionals are expected to perform tasks which were
once considered to be handled by specialists. Newspapers, magazines, television
programs are publishing on the Internet in order to have a ―cross benefit‖. Media
professionals must understand that due to the incorporation of hyperlinking, story
length is becoming less of an issue in print and broadcast journalism. In the future
media, professionals will need to work and produce content for multiple media. A
Journalist, working in one media need to be highly specialized. Media professionals
need to evolve special characteristics to operate in a new landscape. Technical
literacy is topping the list of the most media professionals working for both
traditional and new media.
Filtering online information is getting important day by day. Breaking news stories
are now produced online. Newsrooms are required for checks and balances to stop the
flow of misinformation. Today, we are circulating news, information, and images via
Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, blogs, and e-mail. This tremendous speed is putting
enormous pressure on the newsroom to publish stories before they are checked and
verified. Online news is often subject to rumours, defamatory comments which can be
harmful.
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New media encourages people to express their opinions and share their thoughts
candidly. Many bloggers, vloggers take pride in
expressing
their mind, compared to mainstream reporters
who must
cover events impartially. Many online
journalists
see themselves as partisans or activists
crusading
for causes or political movements and reject the
idea
of
objective or neutral analysis. The question
arises,
should objectivity be abandoned by all
journalists?
What, after all, is best suited for a healthy
democracy- impartial journalism or partisan journalism?
For economic reasons, mainstream newsrooms who respect traditional news values
such as impartiality are compelled to move towards a more partisan approach of
delivering news and discourse.
Many news organizations are encouraging their news reporters to use social media to
gather information and to create their own Facebook page, or Twitter account.
Furthermore, as newsroom staff shrinks, and the popularity of online news grows,
organizations are increasingly able and willing to collaborate with citizens in
covering accidents, disasters, crimes, and other breaking news. Citizens are now
capturing events on their cell phones that can transmit text and images to newsrooms
via WhatsApp or other messaging service via wireless technology. These include both
photographs and videos. Though in this age of fake news, one issue stands out
whether newsroom can trust the easily obtained images of citizens?
CaseStudies
1. Mumbai terror Attack, 2008
Within minutes of the terrorist attacks on the evening of 26 th November, 2008 in
Mumbai blogs and social networks were buzzing with news, photos and eyewitness
accounts. Many Twitter users sent tweets asking for blood donors to make their way
to JJ Hospital in Mumbai. Others spread the word about help lines and contact
numbers for those worried about their loved ones caught up in the attacks.
On Wikipedia, a new page on terror attacks was set up within minutes of the breaking
news.
2. The Egypt Uprising, 2011
WaelGhonim, the 30- year-old Google Inc. marketing manager was a key organizer
of the online campaign that sparked the first protest on Jan 25, 2011 to demand the
ouster of President Hosni Mubarak.
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Ghonim, anonymously launched a Facebook page commemorating Khaled, a 28 year
old business man in Alexandria who was beaten to death by two policemen in June.
The page become a talking point for a campaign against police brutality, with
thousands joining the protest.
4.7 Verification and Accuracy in the Age of Social media
There are many advantages of Journalism in the age of social media, but the same
also triggers issues like editorial balance and the authenticity of a story. With modern
technologies, any individual without much professional training could become a
reporter on social media. But such posts could be a potentially risky proposition for
publications. Facts, obtained from such sources, need to be checked and
authenticated. During Asian tsunami, fake photos made the rounds. Many mainstream
media outlets such as the BBC had to verify before posting images and information
from social media.
Since sharing on social networks is easy, exaggerated or false information can be
rapidly distributed. In addition, as the known description of ―fake news‖ is still
unclear, these articles may be hard to recognize. As a result, it is even more vital for
news editors to guarantee their trustworthiness among audiences to prevent being
judged as false or fake.
After the death of Bin Laden, the world witnessed the image of his dead body on the
Internet. But very soon it was announced that the image was fake.
Fake news, or hoax news, is most of the times propaganda or false information
distributed under the appearance of being reliable news. Since fake news is spreading
more on the social media accounts and pages, Facebook has developed certain
strategies to limit the spread of fake news. For instance, Facebook eliminates fake
accounts and asks for penalty in the form of fines for those who share fake
information. Also, they use feedback from their community in order to ascertain that
the posts that are not fake. Moreover, Facebook decided to help its users with tips to
identify fake posts from real ones. The tips were:
a) Ensure that the source of information is reliable and trusted. To do so, users
can view the profile of the page to know more about the sponsoring
organization.
b) Search where the photos came from because most fake news manipulated the
photos.
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c) Check whether the story was covered by another reliable and trusted source
because it is more likely to be true if multiple reliable accounts shared the
same story.
d) Be doubtful of the headlines; if they were catchy and sound unbelievable, they
are more likely to be fake. Also, when the headline contained a lot of
exclamation marks, it were more likely to be fake.
e) Investigate the format and layout since many false news sites have awkward
layouts or misspellings.
f) Look for evidence or source of confirmation in the story. If the source or
expert‘s name is not mentioned, it is usually unreliable and more likely to be
fake news.
g) Look carefully at the URL; a book-alike or phony URL may be a sign of fake
news. To make sure that the news is not fake, compare the URL to reputable
resources.
h) Inspect the dates as many fake news have irrational dates.
i)

Check whether the source of information is known for its humor or jokes and
ensure that the story‘s tone and details are funny or suggest jokes.

j)

Advise people to share information or news they are sure to be reliable and
true.

4.8 NEW TRENDS IN SOCIAL MEDIA
Use of # tags and @ symbols in Social Media
Hashtags
A hashtag is made by prefacing words or phrases with the symbol #. Hashtags do not
contain any spaces. They are basically used as labels on social media platforms to
group familiar content together.
For example, if you create a post and use
#digitalIndia, that post will be grouped with all the
other posts across the world that used #digitalindia.
Think of it as a large digital filing system; when
people are browsing that hashtag, they will see your
post.
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Some Important points to remember





Simply use the #symbol and type words or phrases
don‘t use space
you can‘t use special characters such as $, *, and +.
use popular and trending hashtags rather than unique ones

Go
to
https://www.creativedesign.com/using-hashtags-tagging-social-mediastrategy/to learn more about the usage of hashtags and Tagging.
Tagging
Different from hash tagging, tagging refers to using a username of a person or
business in your post or photo. When you tag people or things in a post or photo, you
are essentially ―linking‖ them in your post.
To tag, simply type the @ symbol and then the start of the person‘s or business‘s
profile name.

4.9 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Discuss ‗Citizen Journalism‘ in short.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Discuss the positive effects of Social networking.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. What do you mean by ‗Hashtags‘ in social media?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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4. What do you mean by ‗fake news‘?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

LET US SUM UP
 The internet has revolutionized the communication world. It has eventually
changed the way people play, learn, create and communicate.
 New media is an umbrella term which includes different kinds of technologies. It
includes blogs, podcast, video games, virtual worlds, Wiki encyclopaedia, and
other mobile devices, websites, interactive televisions, e-mail and so on.
 New Media have facilitated the globalization of knowledge, experience and
expertise pertaining to all walks of life. It has enabled the sprouting of virtual
communities.
 Even though the impact of new technologies employed in journalism is varied,
some general conclusions can be drawn: they are putting pressure on journalists,
who have to learn new skills to produce more work in the given deadline.
.
 The media landscape is changing constantly. Technology and its current
applications have evolving at lightning pace revolutionizing the media landscape.
 New media encourages people to express their opinion and share their thoughts
candidly. Many bloggers, vloggers take pride in expressing their mind, compared
to any mainstream reporters who must cover events impartially.

 The new communication technology has provided the public to actively engage in
the production of their own content, while simultaneously garnering continuous
feedback and responses from readers.
 Digital Printing is a new paradigm in the media industry. It provides an array of
choices, features, and flexibility than older methods such as offset or flexographic
printing.
 Online newspapers have become a very important part of social, economic, and
cultural life in technologically advanced countries. This new genre of journalism
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is shaping up and developing rapidly, challenging traditional journalism in many
ways.
 Blogs and news sites are the most common to use newspaper styles, and these
can‘t exist without social media integration. In this era of mass sharing social
networks are where people spend much of their time.
 Online newspapers can hyperlink to the source material to authenticate the facts.
 While writing for the web, you need to keep in consideration graphics, sound,
images, animation, and video apart from traditional text to thrive in a multimedia
scenario. The arrival of social media has redefined the role of a journalist because
every user can simultaneously become a producer, distributor, and consumer of
content.
 Social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and the like, expanded the
ability for anyone to publish, share and discover information. It is becoming a
focal point for businesses and organizations.
 User-generated content, drafted on different social media platforms, is mainly
seen as complementing journalism rather than replacing it.
 A hashtag is made by prefacing words or phrases with the symbol #. Hashtags do
not contain any spaces. They are basically used as labels on social media
platforms to group familiar content together, which makes it much convenient to
retrieve information on these platforms.
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ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Answer to Question No. 1 (Unit-1). A blog (short for weblog) is a personal online
journal that is frequently updated and published for general public consumption.
Blogs are distinct by their format: a series of entries posted to a single page in
reverse-chronological order. Blogs, in general, represent the personality of the
blogger or reflect the purpose of the Web site that hosts the blog.
Answer to Question No. 2(Unit-1):This new trend is an investigative journalism
technique. Using machine learning algorithms can help to analyse the data to help
find hidden storylines.
Answer to Question No. 1 (Unit-2):Radio-in-a-box (RIAB) is a portable,
economical broadcasting system containing a laptop, mixer, CD/Cassette player,
digital audio recorder, microphones and equipment needed to establish a radio station
in remote or disaster locations.
Answer to Question no. 2 (Unit-2): The four advantages of Digital T.V are
Better picture quality, High Resolution provided even for weak signal, Stereo sound
quality, and Digital data are easy to store
Answer to Question No. 3 (Unit-2): The two benefits of Digital Printing are that it
provides impressive quality and consistency over other alternatives. Using digital
printing, the quality of the last page, brochure or flyer is the same as that of the first.
Due to fewer steps in the printing process, and as a result, the final product can be
delivered quickly.
Answer to Question No. 4 (Unit-2):Commonly known as IPTV, Internet Protocol
uses a broadband connection to provide digital television services to your home. Such
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services include Google TV and Apple TV. Viewers either can opt in to a
subscription, which gives them access to libraries of archived content online.
Answer to Question No. 1 (Unit-3):Headlines help us to differentiate interesting
article from the secondary one. So, each content block needs to be entitled. Whether it
is a small section on a grid or a full-height column, it should have a headline. The
headline is to be of a bigger font, typed in bold or highlighted with a different colour.
The newspaper website layout is designed for content and this content must be easyto-navigating. Consequently, the navigation menu is characterized by its simplicity
and right position.
Answer to Question No. 2 (Unit-3):The essential characteristics of online journalism
include interactivity, customization of content, hypertextuality, and convergence.
Answer to Question No. 3 (Unit-3):Format your content for skim readers.Use
shorter sentences. Break long paragraphs.Highlight the most interesting parts of your
content (through effective use of subheadings, bold texts, and whitespaces.
Answer to Question No. 4 (Unit-3):Writing for the web demands some keywords or
phrases to be repeated throughout the article to make it easily searchable in search
engines. Keywords in an article cannot be randomly placed.
Answer to Question No. 1(Unit-4):In this genre of Journalism, a citizen or a group
of citizens, playing a crucial role in the process of collecting, reporting, analysing and
disseminating news and information. The main purpose is to deliver independent,
reliable, accurate, un-biased information that a democracy requires.
Answer to Question No. 2 (Unit-4):The positive effects of social networking sites
are profound. Social media is changing the way to communicate. From the laymen
users to business, almost everyone is part of the online social ecosystem. In general,
the term ―Social media ―implies the number of activities that include socializing and
networking online through words, pictures, and videos.
Answer to Question No.3(Unit-4):A hashtag is made by prefacing words or phrases
with the symbol #. Hashtags do not contain any spaces. They are basically used as
labels on social media platforms to group familiar content together, which makes it
much convenient to find information on these platforms with a theme or specific
content.
Answer to Question No. 4(Unit-4):Fake news, or in other words hoax news, states
propaganda or false information distributed under the appearance of being reliable
news.
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MODEL QUESTIONS
A. Very Short Questions.
Q1. Define Convergence.
Q2. Define New Media.
Q3. Define Citizen Journalism.
Q4. How should we use ‗Hashtags‖ in Social Media?
B. Short Questions (Answer each question in about 150 Words)
Q1. Discuss the differences between New media and traditional media.
Q2. Discuss the key features of a blog.
Q3. What are the use of New Media in Advertising and Marketing?
Q4. Enumerate the Characteristics of Social media.
C. Long Questions (Answer each question in about 300- 600 words)
Q1. Enumerate the common vehicles of New Media.
Q2. Discuss the role of Social Media in Journalism.
Q3. Discuss the advantages of Digital Video Broadcasting.
Q4. Analyse how Citizen Journalists are shaping the future of news and
information. Discuss with case studies.
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